
Native Microsoft Teams-Tailored User Interface, Smooth Conference Experience 
Native Microsoft Teams-tailored user interface offers a one-touch meeting join. Designed with the idea of multi-functionall-in-one, the 
MTouch II touch panel allows you easily perform call control, camera control, content sharing and other functions. At the same time, MTouch 
has a built-in Human Motion Sensor that the conference system can be automatically waken up and you can immediately start the confer-
ence. 

Smart Video Conferencing with Al Technology 
UVC34 not only supports framing the groups automatically according to the number and the position of the participants, but also automati-
cally zoom in the speaker without adjusting the camera, making the participants more focus on the conference.
 
Precise Sound Localization, Full-Duplex Experience 
8 MEMS microphone arrays make UVC34 have stronger ability of noise proof and de-reverberation. The new upgraded beam forming 
algorithm, together with technology of processing on acoustic echo cancellation and the de-reverberation, brings high quality full-duplex call 
and realizes more precise voice pickup. 

Secure Conference with Electric Lens Cap 
The camera electric lens cap automatically opens when the video conference starts and remains closed when not having video confer-
ences, securing your conference privacy. 

Content Sharing in Real Time 
The unique wireless content sharing solution provides participants with maximum flexbility, that a one-click content sharing can be simply 
realized by plugging into the WPP20 only. With a high resolution of 4K/30 frames, it provides users with a better content sharing experience. 
Besides, the wired content sharing is also available by connecting to the USB-C port or HDMI port. 

Simple to Deploy, Easy to Use 
With the VCH port, MCore Pro is specially designed for the video meeting rooms that the deployment can be easily extended. At the same 
time, its all-in-one design with the feature of cable management ensure the stability of the wire connection, and the most appropriate 
deployment can be achieved according to the layout of the meeting room. One CAT5e is totally enough to connect the TV area and the 
conference table area and to complete the data transmission and power supply, no additional power supply or extension cable is needed, 
which not only simplifying the deployment but also effectively reducing deployment costs.
 
Remote Device Management 
This solution supports Yealink Device Management Platform/Cloud Service, you can flawlessly manage, monitor, configure, update and 
diagnose all Yealink audio and video devices peripherals on this platform remotely. 

Yealink MVC340 is a native and easy-to-use video conferencing solution specially designed for Microsoft Teams 

rooms. MVC340 features the native Microsoft Teams-tailored user interface that is easy to be operated with 

close-to-zero learning curve, and you just walk into the meeting room and start your scheduled Teams or Skype 

for Business meeting with one-touch join. Together with 8 MEMS microphone arrays and 120 ° field of view, its 

face detection technologies can provide users with high-quality call experience in full-duplex mode. Only including 

a high-permanence MCore Pro, a touch panel MTouch II, and a USB video bar UVC34, MVC340 is the optimum 

choice for small meeting rooms with easy deployment. 
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MTouch 3x HDMI out

For more information about the installation and deleployment of accessories (for example, the installation of the MCore Pro 
package or the UVC34 camera), refer to the Quick Start Guide of corresponding accessory.

MCore Pro



Yealink (Stock Code: 300628) is a global-leading provider of Unified Communication & Collaboration Solutions specialized in video 
conferencing, voice communications, and collaboration, dedicated to helping every person and organization embrace the power of 
"Easy Collaboration, High Productivity". 

With best-in-class quality, innovative technology, and user-friendly experiences, Yealink is one of the best providers in more than 140 
countries and regions, ranks No.1 in the global market share of IP Phone, and is the Top 5 leader in the video conferencing market 
(Frost & Sullivan, 2021).

For more information about Yealink, click here.
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